Introduction 1 2
The use of mobile platforms to record gamma ray spectra is a common method for 3 rapid determination of the distribution of radionuclides in the environment, both for 4 mapping dispersed activity [1] [2] [3] [4] and locating point sources [2, 5] . Typically such 5 systems consist of sensitive gamma ray detectors mounted in either a low flying 6 aircraft or four wheel drive vehicle, though other platforms are also sometimes used 7
(for example, hovercraft [6] ). For airborne survey, the detector typically consists of 8 16 litres, or more, of NaI(Tl) scintillator, often supplemented by one or more 9 germanium semiconductor detectors. Equipment consisting of spectrometry systems, 10 radar altimeter to measure vertical height of the detector above ground, GPS receiver 11 to record the positions of each measurement and data logging computer is used to 12 record and analyse a series of gamma-ray spectra tagged with positional and ground 13 clearance data. Similar equipment is used for ground based systems, though usually 14 with a much smaller detector. 15 
16
The need for systems able to locate point sources is well recognised. Several incidents 17 have occurred where mobile systems using gamma spectrometry equipment have been 18
deployed to locate such sources. These have included locating an Athena missile 19 carrying two 57 Co sources in 1970 [7] , debris from the nuclear powered Cosmos-954 20 satellite that re-entered the atmosphere over Canada in 1978 [8, 9] and the 1987 21 accident at Goiânia in Brazil [10] . 22
23
More recently, a series of exercises have been conducted that included searches for 24 hidden sources using mobile gamma spectrometry systems. In 1995, the Resume 95 25 3 exercise in Finland with 10 airborne and 7 vehicular teams included a search of a 1 small area in which sources of 60 Co, 137 Cs, 192 Ir and 99 Tc with a range of activities and 2 shielding had been hidden [11] . A further Resume 99 exercise in Sweden in 1999 3 involved 10 carborne systems [12] with 137 Cs and Sweden included a gamma source search exercise involving 7 airborne and 11 6 carborne systems, with a total of 44 different sources of 241 Am, 60 Co, 137 Cs, 131 I, 192 Ir, 7 99 Mo and 226 Ra placed in the search area [13, 14] . The results from these exercises 8 demonstrated that about 50% of the sources used were located, with virtually all 9 teams locating strong unshielded sources and very few teams locating small or well 10 shielded sources. 11
12
Several methods have been developed to aid in identifying sources in response to such 13 incidents, many of them have been practiced at international exercises like those 14 mentioned above. Early source searches often used simple total counts or dose rate 15 measurements, or standard processing techniques with minimal modification to 16 identify sources after the survey was completed. For example, at both the RESUME 17 1995 [11] and Barents Rescue [13, 14] exercises, airborne survey teams presented 18 source location and identities to the organisers within one hour of landing, allowing 19 standard processing and follow-up data analysis of suspected sources. 20
21
Methods to provide real-time indicators to the operators have also been developed, 22
allowing much faster reporting of potential sources. These can use simple count rates, 23 either for the whole spectrum or specific spectral windows corresponding to the full 24 energy peaks for radionuclides of interest. However, processing of the spectra to 25 with total count rates less than twice the background from the detector, aircraft and 4 cosmic ray components are rejected from inclusion in the background, as these are 5 most likely to be recorded over open water. 6 
7
The simplest filter to apply at this point would be a comparison of the measured 8 spectrum to gross count rate values within specified spectral windows, with spectra 9 where the count rates exceed these values not included in the rolling average 10 background. Though simple, this approach has some noticeable weaknesses. The 11 levels at which the filter is activated will need to be matched to the local environment. 12
In an area where ambient radiation levels are relatively high a low threshold will 13 result in the filter excluding too many spectra from the local background. Conversely, 14 a higher threshold will include spectra in the rolling average background that differ 15 significantly from the local background where radiation levels are lower. Setting the 16 appropriate levels for such a filter will require some prior knowledge of the survey 17 area. And, even within a single survey the local background radiation levels can be 18 sufficiently variable to make a single set of absolute values inappropriate for the 19 whole area. With the exception of the low level filter to identify data recorded over 20 water, an approach has been adopted here that filters the spectra according to the 21 significance of the variations between the measured spectrum and the rolling average Any spectrum where the difference spectrum count rate is within 3σ of the 8 background is considered to be consistent with natural variation, and is accepted. Any 9 measurement where this is greater than 6σ is considered to be significantly different 10 from natural variation, and is rejected. These thresholds are based on an assumption 11 that, in an environment with a slowly varying background, the difference spectrum 12 count rate will follow an approximately normal distribution. 
18
A further test is applied to the spectra between these limits, with the analysis above 19 repeated for count rates for the spectral windows used in the standard windows 20 stripping analysis. Any spectra where any of the measures of significance for these 21 windows is greater than 3 are rejected. 22 9 If all these filters are passed, the current measurement is then added to the rolling 1 average background, with the oldest spectrum in the background removed. This 2 background is then subtracted from the next measurement, and the process repeated. 3
On occasions, spectra that do not record a radiation anomaly will be rejected. 4
However, as the rolling average background does not need to include all the local 5 background measurements to be representative, this is not considered to be a 6 significant loss of information . 7 8 The display of the difference spectrum is colour coded in a similar manner to 9 conventional rainbow plots. In the SUERC software these colours run from dark blue 10 (lowest) to red (highest). For the difference spectrum a threshold corresponding to no 11 significant difference compared to the average background is applied, with all 12 channels with magnitude less than this coloured white. Greens and blues indicate 13 window for a section of the survey produced using the spectral stripping method 19 employed during the exercise and the differential approach described here using ten 20 spectra in the filtered rolling average background. The data section includes a small 21 lake (measurements 325-340) and a 2.8 GBq 137 Cs source passed three times at 22 different distances (measurements 560, 680 and 720). The stripped count rate of 500-23 1000 cps due to Chernobyl fallout has been largely removed by the rolling average 24 background subtraction. with a total activity of 1-2 GBq. The full NaI spectra are shown, along with the 18 differential spectra determined from backgrounds with and without filtering with 10 19 spectra in the local background. Figure 4 shows a set of rainbow plots for a small 20 section of survey either side of this narrow feature (marked by the arrow). 21
Approaching the salt marsh, the NaI spectra show a small peak due to 40 
K at 22
1462 keV, with a smaller peak at 2614 keV from 208 Tl evident in the rainbow plot. 23
The differential plots show this particular spectrum to have slightly more activity than 24 the local backgrounds. As the aircraft passes over the salt marsh shows the 137 In addition to identification of sources from a display of the difference spectra, the 8 difference data can also be directly mapped to provide a means of rapidly locating 9 such sources. Normally, such mapping would be accomplished using a traditional 10 approach such as spectral windows method with stripping features. Figure 8 shows rainbow plots for the data collected around the perimeter of 20 these sites, for both the gross spectra and filtered differential spectra using 10 spectra 21 in the local average background, with the features identified in the 1997 study 22 indicated. It can be seen that the rainbow plots for both the gross and filtered 23 difference spectra highlight a number of different features, although the filtered 24 differential is not indicating any features not originally identified from the gross 1
spectra. 2 3
The event log file for this data set, containing a list of the spectra which were 4 excluded from the rolling average background with their positions and a numerical 5 indicator of the significance of the criteria on which they were excluded, was used to 6 generate a map of the distribution of the measurements that differ significantly from 7 the local background, shown in figure 9. The gamma ray dose rate distribution 8 determined from the original analysis in 1996 is also shown. is evident from the gamma dose map, and appears as a low significance signal in the 24 event log map. The second is not clear in the dose rate map (where, it could easily be 25 additional shine from the accelerator) but is clearly visible in the map generated from 1 the event log as an extended feature. Subsequent ground based measurements in 1997 2 identified this with the RAL sports field, and attributed the signal to soil imported for 3 the field with higher natural activity levels than the local chalk [29] . These features, 4 that required expert analysis to identify in 1997, would be clearly evident to a non-5 expert using the differential spectra and filtering log information generated by the 6 approach outlined here. The method retains the full spectral information, in contrast to similar rolling average 24 background subtraction methods that use nuclide specific count rates. This includes 25 scattered components of the radiation field, which can be used to estimate the 1 shielding around a given source as illustrated by a case study to estimate the source 2 depth of activity buried on estuarine salt marshes, and radiation from machine sources 3 or Bremsstrahlung from pure β emitting nuclides that does not exhibit a defined peak. 4
The approach also allows for the identification of radionuclides that may not be 5 included in standard processing. This method of determining and displaying 6 difference spectra could prove very useful in real-time monitoring of gamma 7 spectrometric data, aiding the identification of any anomalous radiation signals and as 8 an addition to the methods available for locating point sources or mapping dispersed 9 activity. classes, class probabilities do not need to be estimated precisely and the classifier is 21 robust despite the underlying naïve independent variable model. Because 22 independence between the variables is assumed, the entire covariance matrix does not 23 need to be determined, and so a small training data set is sufficient. 24 25 21
The work described here uses a rolling average background that works linearly with 1 time, averaging the most recent spectra recorded by the system. Spatial averaging, 2 including spectra from nearby positions recorded on other flight lines as well as those 3 on the current flight line, should increase the power of the method. This could be done 4 in real time with the data set as recorded prior to that point in the survey, or post 5 survey when the entire data set is available. 6 7 At present, the options of using soft computational methods to filter the rolling 8 average background, or generating a spatially averaged background, have not been 9 explored. Work is required to assess and implement the various options available. The 10 method described here has, however, been shown to be a potentially useful tool for 11 the visualisation of rapid changes in the radiation environment, and for processing 12 gamma spectrometric data with limited assumptions about the radiation sources 13 present. 14 15 16
